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at midnight days after the loss of life of Richard the Lionhearted, lives and lands may fall into
upheaval by the hands of a power-hungry British ruler and his violent minions. One sufferer of
the scourge is blameless Gillian, who's a trifling baby whilst the tough and impressive Baron
Alford slaughters her father and tears her family members apart. Alford, made up our minds to
get well a jeweled field for the despotic King John, is livid while the dear treasure slips via his
palms -- basically to be misplaced for greater than a decade.Now a stunning younger girl who
has solid a lifestyles for herself, Gillian reveals the foremost to resolving her earlier in goodlooking Scottish chieftains Ramsey Sinclair and Brodick Buchanan. With the crafty and
braveness of the bold Scotsmen to help her -- and with the friendship of a brand new ally,
Bridgid Cunningham -- Gillian ultimately lays declare to her home, her family, and her father's
reputation. yet within the presence of the effective warriors, Gillian and Bridgid will observe that
hope could be a weapon of conquest...betrayal can slay belief in a heartbeat...and the best
threat of all is give up -- to the deep feelings of unforeseen love.
precis Gillian used to be only a baby whilst her domestic used to be attacked, and her sister
disappeared, and her father murdered in entrance of her, and the Baron Alfred took over and
despatched her away to her uncle as much as northern England. Now its been ten years and
she or he has been known as again to the Baron, who desires to comprehend the site of a field
that belonged to King John, and thinks that the relatives nonetheless has ownership over it.
whilst she plans a break out Ransom (Highlands' Lairds #2) with a child, Alec, who falls down a
gorge, and she or he rescues him, they're stuck by means of Baron’s men, and on the way to
defend the boy, Gillian is seriously beaten. they usually break out realizing if she doesn’t locate
the field or her sister the Baron will kill her uncle, a guy that's her merely family, and used to be
like her personal father and raised her, and she or he will do whatever to avoid wasting him.
Gillian and Alec make their approach Ransom (Highlands' Lairds #2) to Scotland, to Brodick
Buchanan, who's Alec’s protector and shut good friend to Alec’s father. Gillian and Brodick are
drawn jointly through circumstances, or even even though her existence is in England, and she
or he needs to go back there, Ransom (Highlands' Lairds #2) her center belongs to a fierce Scot
who could Ransom (Highlands' Lairds #2) defend her in any respect costs…but will or not it's
enough?The Hero Brodick Buchanan is now laird over th Buchanan’s who're often called
heathens one of the Scots. Brodick, as soon as sought after a English lass, but if he and his pal
Ramsey whilst to England looking for a few candy passionate lasses, they discovered none that
they cherished and have been either used. Ever due to the fact that he made a promise to
himself that he may by no means marry a Ransom (Highlands' Lairds #2) English lass just a
Scottish lass. but if he hears of a girl claiming to be his bride, he's intrigued, and reveals himself
attracted to Gillian, who's so diversified from the other girl he has ever known. Brodick is a hoot
for a hero….he is among the such a lot fiercest Scots, and regularly donning a scowl, most girls
worry him, yet now not Gillian. His personality is kind of amusing, simply because he's used to
issuing instructions and having them obeyed and no protests allowed, I enjoyed his

stubbornness, strength, and methods he manages Gillan.The Heroine Gillian has basically
recognized ache and grief, she enjoyed her family, but if she witnesses her father being killed
correct in entrance of her, her existence changed. Gillian as a child, was once quiet and stored
to herself, and had nightmares. As a woman, she has grown into herself, and is self guaranteed
and confident. She stands as much as the Baron, and doesn’t allow him weaken her resolve.
She is protecting of these blameless and people she loves most. She is sufferer with Alec (who
is a baby with never-ending questions and he or she by no means loses her temper…so bravo)
She stands her personal floor back Brodick, and isn’t afraid to disobey or overlook his ideas he
units down. She is set to save lots of her uncle, irrespective of the danger to herself.Plot and
tale Line For relatively your time i've been desired to re learn Julie Garwood’s old romances.
Now of the entire authors that write historic romance, Julie Garwood is on the top. Its been
years, so i made a decision to obtain the audio version, and the narration used to be striking
and did the accessory fairly wonderfully. (And as a facet observe its on sale at Audible for
$3.49–which is sort of a discount so i like to recommend heading over there whereas the fee is
so low.) Ransom is the second one ebook in series, and that i suggest for those who haven’t
learn this sequence yet, you want to learn mystery first given that it’s a piece hooked up to
Ransom. the tale starts off with a few historical past details on our heroine, we see her as a
toddler and a section traumatized in addition from what she witnesses. My middle simply went
out to her, yet then we bypass forward and notice her as a woman, and her personality was
once so endearing. She is a kind of heroines that accepts what has been dealt to her, yet she
additionally stands on her personal and fights for what's right. Then we get an further part of a
facet character, Alec. And in the event you have learn mystery Alec is Ian and Judith’s son.
And what a precocious baby he is, and one among my favourite facet characters i've got ever
read. i like the best way that Gillian is with him, protects him or even although her uncle is at
risk, will go back him domestic as her first priority. And there have been such a lot of moments
during this tale that have been charming. What I enjoyed so much approximately this tale was
once the improvement of characters and seeing a number of the adjustments resolve within the
plot that retains the reader engaged. We actually have a aspect love tale of Ramsey and
Bridgid…and oh Bridgid…just enjoyed her. What Ransom (Highlands' Lairds #2) I enjoyed so
much approximately her character, is that she is going to simply marry one man…the guy she
loves, yet he has to prevent “being stupid” ahead of she is going to even agree. i admire her
bluntness and the way actual to herself she is, and holds not anything back. She is courageous
and impressive and that i famous that rather a lot and he or she introduced slightly clean air to
the story. This simply can be one in every of my favourite books from this author, i'm convinced
I learn it a long time in the past while I first begun interpreting romance, yet I simply don’t have
in mind this one, yet now i've got made up our minds it’s certainly going to be thought of a re
hear to. i might suggest it to somebody that loves a young and fierce love story. A needs to
learn for any romance lover–HIGHEST PRIORITY!!!The disguise Now there are covers Ransom
(Highlands' Lairds #2) for this book, the paper model and the audio version. i love both, yet i
admire the audio model a piece more, because it connects with the Ransom (Highlands' Lairds
#2) atmosphere of the tale a piece more.Overall View Ransom is a treasure of fascinating
characters, exciting plot, quick-witted humor, a story of affection and brings a highly spiced
clean caliber to it, a engrossing learn that might have you ever shocked from commencing to
end!! A wealthy AND a real DELIGHT!!
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